PRAYER TO HIS HOLINESS CHADRAL SANGYE DORJE RINPOCHE

GYAL WA KUN GYI KHYEN TSÉ YI RANG ZUK
Embodiment of the omniscience and compassion of all the Victorious Ones;

DAK SOK DUL JAY PAL GÖN DU NANG WA
Arising as the radiant protector of beings to be tamed;

KA DRIN TSHUNG MÉ T’HAR LAM GYI DÉ PÔN
Boundlessly compassionate one who guides us on the path to liberation,

PAL DEN TSA WAY LA MA DÉ KHYEN NO
Glorious root lama, I beseech you to know me.

MIN DROL MEN NGAK ZAB DÖN GYI DÜ TSIY
The profound nectar of your upadesha initiations and teachings

KAL ZANG TEN DÉI GA TÖN LA JOR WA
Join us to the festival of good fortune and constant happiness.

MA LÜ RIK NAM KUN DÜ KYI NGO WO
Complete embodiment of all Buddha Families,

TSHUNG MÉ SANG GYAY DOR JÉ DÉ KHYEN NO
Incomparable Sangye Dorje, I beseech you to know me.

NGEY PA DÖN GYI JA TANG GI GYAL PO
Absolute king of renunciates,
DRO DUL TRUL PAY RIK DZIN GYI GYAL TSHAB
Regent of the Vidyadharas, you emanated to tame beings.

DREL TSHAY DÖN DEN T’HRIN LAY KYI WANG CHHUK
Lord of activity, whoever connects with you will achieve liberation.

KHYAB DAK DOR JÉ LOB PÓN DÉ KHYEN NO
Sovereign Vajra Master, I beseech you to know me.

NYING NAY MÖ GÜ DUNG SHUK KYI GO NAY
If, with intense heartfelt faith and devotion,

TSÉ CHIK DREN PAY SOL WA ZHIK DEB NA
I pray to you with single-pointed longing,

NGO TSHAR JIN LAB GONG GYÜ KYI P’HA P’HOK
May I have the good fortune to receive, right in this moment,

KAL DEN DAK LA DA TA RANG TSOL CHIK
The wondrous blessings of the fresh Wisdom Mind Lineage.

At the request of Ngakwang Lungtok, I, Jigdral Yeshe Dorje, wrote this.